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POSCO FAMILY & POSCO FELLOW STUDENTS IN VIETNAM

"Resources are limited; Creativity is unlimited".

By PSA Hanoi

We had a warm dinner together in 

Flamingo resort-Dai Lai

Our happy moments while sailing on 

Dai Lai Lake

PSA Hanoi office organized a team power activity in Flamingo Resort, Dai Lai-Vinh Phuc on 20th June. We had very

happy time together with sailing on the lake and having a nice dinner. The team power activity was a chance to refresh

the spirit and working motivation as well as strengthen the relationship among the office members. Outing atmosphere

is a good condition for us to share not only the working topics but also daily lives information. We understand each

other and feel more and more adhere to our company.

The meeting introduced briefly about member’s main activities

as well as their contribution and achievement. Chairman of the

committee-Mr Park, Si Sung gave opening speech to express his

desire for building a strong POSCO communication network. The

PCC is established to enhance communication among members,

promote joint activities. In the future, PCC plans to organize

gathering meeting every half and will have more meaningful

activities to support society.

Ms Van Anh- PFV Chairwoman
Mr. Park, Si Sung-PCC

chairman give speech at the

beginning of the meeting

Park, Seong Ju-OB of POSCO

By PSA HN

n 27th June 2014, POSCO

Communication Committee (PCC) meeting

was organized by PSA Hanoi in Daewoo

Hotel. The participants were representatives

from POSCO Family (POSCO, POSCO A&C,

POSCO E&C, POSCO Energy, Daewoo

International, PSA Hanoi), PFV, POSCO TJ

Park Foundation and POSTECH Alumni.



SHARING DREAMS
POSCO FAMILY & POSCO FELLOW STUDENTS IN VIETNAM

"Resources are limited; Creativity is unlimited".

By Pham Thi Ha-VNU

grew up in a mountainous tea-growing region in

northern of Vietnam where children were supposed to

spend more time in field than in classes. I am now going

to earn a PhD at a university in America. Do you want to

know the journey from my village to the world?

Wanting to have a better life than my parents, I

learned very hard to go to university as many of my

friends did. At the threshold of my university, I was

nothing but a normal student with a medium position in

class. I also found everything in the university to be new

and ‘dangerous’. But I decided to raise my hand for

those new things instead of keeping my life in a safe

region. I registered for clubs, establishing my own one,

joining voluntary group and so on. Gradually, I made a

lot of friend who later inspired me in my journey to

America. In addition, thanks to those social activities, I

became a more active student, which was a positive point

for my application later.

Besides, I understood that ‘luck favor prepared mind’.

Therefore, I always trained myself with English and my

major. Thanks to this, whenever foreign professors came

to my university, I was able to learn from them, talk to

them and express myself. Therefore, they could remember

who I was. Then I could ask them for letters of

recommendation and an internship in their lab. At first, I

thought that I could never have a chance to take an

internship overseas since only some top students in the

class could did. However, now when I looking back, I

realize that it was not that difficult if I always prepare my

knowledge and be confident when communicate with

professors.

From a normal girl I am now able to touch my dream.

I learn that the journey from my village to the world is

long, but activeness and hardworking were my only

luggage.

rang An Scenic Landscape Complex (Viet Nam) is inscribed as a mixed

natural and cultural property. Situated on the southern shore of the Red River

delta, Trang An is a spectacular landscape of limestone karst peaks permeated

with valleys, some of which are submerged, and surrounded by steep, almost

vertical cliffs. Exploration of some of the highest altitude caves that are dotted

across the landscape has revealed archaeological traces of human activity dating

back almost 30 000 years. They illustrate the occupation of these mountains by

hunter-gatherers and how they adapted to climatic and environmental changes.

The property also includes Hoa Lu, the old capital of Viet Nam in the 10th and

11th centuries, as well as temples, pagodas, paddy-field landscapes, with villages

and sacred sites. Source: UNESCO website

The Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex has been

declared a World Culture and Nature Heritage site by the

UNESCO. PSA Hanoi would like to introduce this landscape

to you through a article posted in UNESCO website.


